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Monster Sanctuary is a life simulation RPG featuring dynamic and realistic monster designs, where
even the slightest interaction with them can result in surprising turns of events. Using craftsmanship
and personality, this hidden gem explores themes such as the introspection of adolescence, the
meaning of friendship and the fragility of humanity. And of course, you will be up to the challenge to
try and survive as a survivor in an ever-changing and hazardous environment, all the while hoping to
find a way to survive and a means of escape… And more! Features: Hybrid life-simulation game and
RPG on a 2.5 x 2.5km isometric grid. All the monsters found in Monster Sanctuary are real and
astonishingly lifelike. 100 monsters to find, each with their own inner personality, quirks and
behaviors! Plant life, water and climate interact with the environment and your actions. A deep RPG
system with upgradable stats and passive abilities and customizable character traits. Get lost in the
depths of your own mind and navigate the puzzle-like labyrinth of your subconscious. Explore the
distinct characters of your 103 in-game friends! Embark on your exploration adventure now! Key
Features: Engage in quests with friends, other survivors, hunters, merchants and even other
monsters with complex dialogues. Survive in a dynamic world where climates, seasons and weather
control your daily routine. Harvest plants, hunt animals and extract valuable materials from the
mysterious and dangerous wilds. Craft up to 200 items to upgrade your stuff, health and skills. Get
lost in the depths of your own mind and navigate the puzzles of your subconscious. Compete in the
various objectives to advance to the next dungeon. Delve into the story and mythology that
develops as you progress through the game. Main Menu - Adventure & Gameplay Our Team: Monster
Sanctuary is developed by M3 and supported by the good people of the M3 team. M3 is composed of
over 30 talented, great and kind people with various talents and backgrounds and it wouldn’t be
possible to develop a game such as this without them. Our server infrastructure, programming and
artwork The development of Monster Sanctuary started out purely as a passion project. A small team
in the depths of our home office threw out about 10 different ideas and concepts, inspired by our
own personal interests and ambitions. The game evolved rapidly, we were amazed by how many
things we accomplished in a short period of time

Monster Sanctuary - Monster Journal Features Key:
Monster Journal is based on Gameboy and NES era games :
Play Classic, Arcade and Action Gameboy Guide
Save and restore anytime in-game. Full Player customization. Portrait (character portrait) and HD
Graphics option when the game launches.
Intuitive Gameplay: Save and restore anytime without  need to worry about mistake and learn your
mistake while playing this challenging game.
Memory Cards supported : One saving way never end whenever and anywhere
Crystal clear game enjoy with Monster Journal : Every Monster Journal comes with crystal clear
graphic with full collor and fonts options.
Extended features:  Creep wait option. Extra best floor option and extra hardest button option. Best
creature in game is not possible, try to unlock ever creature.
Play with glove option, Light and Dark game option, Inventory  (using the left touch pad to move my
inventory), Dismiss the background music, Low Battery Saver and more
Advanced Sound effects for more realistic game play
Facebook sharing option
Continue your game for ever along your progress.
Profile Stats on different monsters to compare your progress on each creatures
Save and clear the game anytime with One click clearing option (No need to wait)
Monster Journal is Free to play and you can unlock more features, creatures and floors.
Don't wait MURDER you Monster!
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Monster Journal comes with 5 chapters of story, each chapter comes with more floors, creatures and
more.
Monster can have up to 6 maximum challenges (Different monsters have different challenges) and 5
floor difficulty configurations.  There are total 32 floor and each floor has one additional challenges
or floor in rewards as per the main character's choice.
Save time, highlight to discover some treasures and energy needed for completing the floor and
their challenge.
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